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Introducing Ecology

• Established in 1981, owned by and accountable to our members

• Based in West Yorkshire, UK with 42 colleagues, ecological offices and 
permaculture gardens, operate across the UK

• Offer a simple range of ethical savings and sustainable mortgage 
products

• We support sustainable homes and communities

• Our lending is mainly private residential homes, community-led housing 
and small-scale developments

• We reward energy efficiency by reducing the interest rate on our 
mortgages as the energy efficiency of the building improves



Why we measure impact



Our purpose



Impact-led lending
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SOCIAL 

• Support healthy, affordable homes, in places that people need to live

• Support sustainable lifestyles, communities and economic activity

ENVIRONMENTAL 

• Minimise energy demand and burning of fossil fuels, through fabric first (high 
levels of insulation), low-carbon heating, low embodied carbon

• New buildings achieve a high energy performance 

• Existing properties are renovated using the mortgage finance to improve
their environmental performance



Our journey in measuring impact



• We shared stories and case studies - qualitative and 

individual

• We didn’t have an extensive set of metrics

• Plenty of extensive knowledge within colleagues’ heads, 

but not routinely captured!

• Our processes weren’t set up for easy, extensive data 

collection

• We still had a good coherent impact story to tell

• It’s important we continue to share stories and case 

studies bringing our impact to life 

At first….



During last year, we co-developed our 2030 Strategy with 
our board, colleagues, members and key partners

Impact shaped our new vision and 2030 
Strategy





We’re working on impact indicators 



Formalising the process

Define

Design

Implement

Monitor

What are we trying to achieve? What metrics are suitable/accessible?

Design impact indicators to assess baseline and progress against desired 
outcomes, and inform future business activity (e.g. products, services, 
strategy)

Embed in policies and processes, e.g. lending policy, scorecards, new 
products and services

Assess and feedback. Check direction and balance. Report in management 
information. Is long term strategy on track? 



Who is involved?

Everyone!

✓CEO, Sustainability, Finance, 
Operations (Mortgages/Business 
Development), Data / IT, Marketing 
and Comms, Risk

✓Oversight by our Board

✓Guided by feedback from our 
members and partners



What resources are needed?

✓ Collaborative approach

✓ Dedicated attention to define and establish

✓ Data collection and systems – building into 
our processes

✓ Ongoing monitoring and improvement

✓ Communicating our impact and ambitions



Measuring our impact – what have we 
achieved?



Example – financed carbon emissions

Measure carbon emissions of mortgaged properties, using new 
PCAF methodology, show our journey towards net zero

Carbon emissions from each property’s Energy Performance

Certificate

Our mortgage products encourage good energy performance

Evolving our products to reduce emissions

Carbon emissions embedded in lending policy, scorecards and 
drives new products and services

Reported in management information and in ‘climate-related 
disclosures’ – we’ve reported our “carbon accounts” for two 
consecutive years

Define

Design

Implement

Monitor



Working on social impact indicators

For a range of social considerations

▪ Affordable housing

▪ Restrictive covenants

▪ For community/commercial loans, borrower profile includes 

governance arrangements and diverse membership mix

▪ Lending to meet acute local need

▪ Lending to sustain the market 

▪ Sustainable building practice  (supporting livelihoods/green 

economy)

▪ Sustainable lifestyles, communities and economic activity



• Demonstrates our alignment with our 
mission and values

• Resonates with our members and 
colleagues

• Makes us accountable, encourages us to do 
more

Reporting our impact



• Start with defining what you want to achieve

• Don’t try to do everything straight away

• Find inspiration and collaboration with other 
organisations

• Celebrate the progress, talk about the journey

Some final recommendations….



Thank you


